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About This Game

Glider Island VR is a skill based hang gliding game where your objective is to collect as many hoops as you can within 10
minutes. You must keep airborne by using your rocket booster attached to your glider! You can add rocket fuel by flying

through the blue spirals randomly placed around each map. You must plot your coarse carefully and watch out for the obstacles
each map throws your way. You have limited booster so be careful with how much you use and when you choose to collect the

blue spirals!

Monthly Tournaments

Each month we host a tournament and the top winners will receive Amazon Gift Cards. Keep track of your scores on the in-
game leaderboards and online here http://www.5drealities.com/Leaderboards.aspx

Beautiful Maps and Scenery

There are 3 maps and each map comes with unique scenery, soundtrack and surprise event. All maps now unlocked on purchase.
The first map is Forest Island with 150 hoops and every two minutes a thunderstorm occurs and you must fight the wind. The
second map is Volcano Island with 175 hoops and every two minutes a Volcano erupts and you must dodge lava bombs! The

Last Island is Desert Island with 200 hoops and every two minutes a Dust Storm occurs and you must fly with limited visibility
and wind. We are constantly updating the game so expect the scenery to be updated often.

Multiple Control Methods
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There are two main ways to control the glider. VR Hand Controllers or VR Head Movement. Each has their own perks. Hand
Controls allow for more precision flying but causes your arms to get tired where Head Controls is more intuitive and causes less

motion sickness. We also support flying with the Xbox controller or Mouse/ Keyboard if you are so inclined to used those as
well.

VR Arcade Ready!

We support Arcades! If you own a location based arcade you can licence Glider Island via Springboard, SynthesisVR, Viveport,
or through Steam Site Licensing Program.
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR

Available for Arcades on SythesisVR

BONUS*: FREE ACCESS to Glider Sim Prototype! This is a much more simulated hang glider experience also developed by
5D Realities. It is a work in progress and will most likely be our next VR title on steam. You can learn more here:

http://steamcommunity.com/games/500110/announcements/detail/563351089224178004
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Title: Glider Island
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Joey Sipos
Publisher:
5D Realities
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E6600 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8750 processor or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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Easily one of the greatest Hidden Object games out there. I really like the gameplay and storytelling of the new Artifex Mundi
games.

But seriously, like Enigmatis 2:  WORST. DETECTIVE. EVER. (Well at least, she´s got a gun now^^). This game is
the♥♥♥♥♥♥it's not even worth a penny!. I really hate to give this game a negative review, but it really didn't deliver what I
wanted.
There are three main points I want to adress that would improve the game.

1) Feedback from the screen. In this game, the music only controlls the character... Thats it. There is no system put in place that
controlls screen effects (such as screen shake or motion blur) enemy patterns, or color changes. In music games, you need the
full experience, this only has it partially done.

2) Design. This game in my opinion is lazily put togeather. Each stage is a square in which you fight in. There are no walls exept
for on the outside, and it is the same size in every level. Not only that, but the enemy design in all over the place, but very
condenced at the same time. In each stage, you will see the same 3-5 enemy types over and over. And it changes every level.
None of them are the same stage to stage, but they are really repetitive in the ones they are in.

3) The upgrade system is horrible. If you are someone who wants to get the best ship they can by the end of the game, this game
is not for you. The upgrades are level to level, and not permanite. This means that if you want to grind for levels, it's only going
to give you points on the level you are on. This is understandable if you think of it in the way that they don't want you to farm
for a long time, but not get so over-powered that you can beat every level first try, but it still doesn't make sence after that. Not
only this, but upgrades change nothing on the visible ship. You can get as many upgrades as you like, but your ship will stay the
exact same all the way. Although this is a minor detail, it still annoys me on a low level.

Alright, now that all the bad things are there, lets list some good ones.

1) There is controller support. I always find this to be a plus because it encourages more casual gaming. It also makes the
movement a whole lot easyer.

2) The bullets and music fit togeather very well. There might not be much else with the music, but when the bullets shoot, I can
really see it fitting with the music in every way. This also leads me to something else that could be improved - quiet points in
music. Whenever you are going throgh a build up, or the start of the song, it has no aspects that help you shoot. Everything
stops, and you are left up to your doging skills. This is very annoying, and partially ruins the gameplay.

So, this is a good game. Would I recommend it? No. At least not for this price. If you are wanting to try this game, I would
recommend getting it from a place like♥♥♥♥♥or ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. Or just wait for a sale.

So, final words. This game is a good concept, but it was not made in a way that satasfies.. i have lots of lags and i did not enjoy
playing. I have every dlc for tropico 5 and this is probaly the hardest and most boring one. The supercomputer is a cool addition
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if you are going for the tech achievement but other then that there is no need for it. I really wish they would release a new dlc
that actually affects the game or creates a whole new feel. I love the tropico experience, but the dlc are all pretty much the
same..they offer a new tech or factory and then you have to use this to win the scenario. Waterbourne was the last good dlc. The
supercomputer dlc is boring as hell. I would rather eat a poop sandwich then play this dlc again. It was also glitchy as hell at
first, but I think that got solved. The map is a good map, but the dlc is boring..I cant stress this enough that the dlc is boring and
how I would rather eat a poop sandwich on a hot summer day then play this dlc again! God please help tropico developers to
create a better more worthy dlc that does not involve the same game play and scenario. Once again, dont play this boring
dlc...You might as well get stoned first so that you go into it with some happiness cause this dlc is boring. One time I saw a cat
get ran over and playing this dlc was the same experience. That poor cat. I didnt know his name, so I instead named him reggie
ray. Poor reggie ray..that cat lived a short life and you will too if you play this DLC. This dlc makes me want to watch his
untimely death over and over instead of playing this dlc..I would rather eat that hot poop sandwich on a muggy hot disgusting
day while watching this cat die then play this dlc.
good bless you all.
. Great little 2 hour puzzler. Level 57 drove me nuts. The rest were quite manageable. Nice flow and great music.. You like
Bullet Hell Shooters? Look no farther, Hitogata Happa has been wooping my♥♥♥♥♥since the day I got it. I play a decent
amount of old school shooters, but I was labeled as noob again when I started this game. I recommend this game to the hardcore
players that want more than the challege. It's a quick game you can pick-up and put-down, so we can all get back to our busy
lives. Hitogata Happa can be played on most computers and dosent use much data so gameplay feels consistant. It's a great
game, dont be discouraged by the amount of times you die. Sometime you want to die on purpose.

Do I recommend this game?
ANSWER: HELL YES!. This is the Wonderland we love! Cool art makes you look forward to each next enemy.
Though I`d prefer that there were no fights at all, it only distracts from the story.. great game (when it works) ruined by online
only single player career.

start a championship in single player career. halfway through lose connection to racenet and loose all progress and have to start
championship again. went to play it now and wont connect to racenet so cant play.. Love this game; Too bad the mission are
very short, but still i recommed it
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a game u might miss
a game u will never miss. This game is worth every penny! Awesome graphics as well as great game play. Plenty of content, and
very smooth. Polished look and perfect for VR environment.

Guys...please keep developing more content...you're doing a great job there! Love it!!!. I am disappointed. The game is quite
unplayable. The control of the game that a player has is horrible.. Beat all of it and got all the achievements in less than 2 hours.
I could very easily just request a refund, and since I have less than 2 hours of playtime, and recently bought it, it would be
granted. But I'm not. Why?
Well, for one, I got it for $0.49. And two, it's a great game.

I guess it's time to go farm it for cards.. i like the mod alot i kinda wish the ANZACs were seperate because as a New Zealander
i wouldnt mind being able to use them no matter what i tick but also maybe add the Russians as well overall like this mod alot
4/5 stars
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